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The Gum Wad: A spasm of political theology : I.e. in the modality of actual civil rights. 

 

Conceptions: of you are so dirty; and so we need to criminalize are not effective methods to 

conduct.  

Speech and movement corroborating such conduct are failures of competence; and any "being" 

using such mis-adventure to protract and enforce interaction with another being; is effectively a 

modern-day, even "slave-master"; enforced engagement with such "deities" are rather nor shall 

be mandatory; and not matters of personal group functioning; for how must belong to a group; 

when expect threats to be mutilating, unjust and circumcised from possible various lacking of 

precisions; without any justice mode response. 

the Gum wads; are pieces of waste trash; this form of gum cliché popularly thought as un-health; 

but in depiction of trash un-enslaved by modality now defined or soon so defined glyph 

depiction; they have been freed in their purpose to still perhaps, trashed. The putty like gum wad; 

is representation of digit perhaps cultural conceptions but similar-ations of form despite a non-

comprehensible unity; still; Ponderer F falls from Non-Ponderer Q; but in one sense; they appear 

alike and another sense; one is only trash; while the other is freed through glyph un-enslaved, ... 

i.e.  
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music connected citations: en vogue: free your mind, don't let go. 

 

Part Two. The Egg shell trash. 

theme: the lost his mind non-manifesto is getting old and too non-comprehensive; the newly 

adage-d into non-reforming or criminal statusi is not criminologically believable, like at all.  

 

I’ve seen the entire life of a person, another-external destroyed after success in a prestigious 

education and after many years of deployment; he was forced into a lifestyle of homelessness 

past inquiry and performance into a necessary then high performance civilian job; it seemed the 

coveting of local authorities and national such authorities needed no response to his numerous 

stalkers; other than, obviously the only reason he believed they  claimed that he was being 

stalked was not because in his case they said; that he was actually stalked but rather that he had 

actually and instead, lost his mind. How then has he survived the homeless life, college educated, 
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with prestigious completed deployment status-I, and a career in tow; if even it provides no 

money.  

The assumption that a being, severely attacked by less functional members of society is not 

solaced by this assumption by the less than the being functional: that the being has-had lost 

his/her mind. Minds just don’t get lost like that; especially within the fortitude of actual and not 

false trauma survival. I urge local authorities to not worsen for example my own dire 

circumstances due to such relative recent and re-iterating history from my childhood, i.e. external 

to me and un-caused by me; I ask them to please base what they qualify as their criminal 

assessment to be based on the competition of what actual functioning provides; and I ask them to 

consider could they survive the harshness of what I have even recently undergone, and still 

perform at my level. I seriously doubt that is a possibility for them; as I have been horrified by 

their inept performance and their supposed and false vindication by persecuting publicly and 

unjustly, dangerously whoever they select and not choosing to persecute those of acting-criminal 

standing to victimize. Their dilation to persecution unjustly the innocent and non-criminal, is 

unbelievable and is depicted in our regular society, too often.  

As another part, I can’t imagine them ever petitioning the betterment of those criminals that do 

choose to enter the reform process, and or those that enter the criminal reform process; if even 

not having committed crime. 

To them the terms of toss you in jail, you’re nuts, get lost, are just all part of the racist, 

prejudicial and lowly performing play. Homelessness and the criminal system is not a game; but 

a real life/existence situation. Such authorities do not clearly, take circumstances of one’s 

existence life seriously, and have openly confessed to me; that such circumstances in others are 

simply                                                         not their problem! Then why enter society in a role of 

benefitting those experiencing impoverishment, first and for/in our country; that is what being a 

police officer and such authority positions mean. 

 

How horrid; to enforce me to enact with them over, and over again; in method of their non-

advanced and ensuing severe abuse infliction; without any consequence seemingly for them, as 

they clearly and non-benevolently assume; they are free of ever experiencing the consequences 

of their own unjust cruelty; it seems they believe is the role of them, police officers, and such 

authorities.  

How horrid. 
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In this brief art manifesto: the egg shell representative of a basic cultural average accessible 

nourishment; stored in a slice user of plastic cheese emptied; we have two “classics’ verified into 

traditional framework; a mirage for sight; in the trash what do we see; if we do not smell the: 

How horrid!  

 

But according to such police officers and such authorities pardon for these are temporary art 

pieces; of fragmented sight; by a college educated and working homeless person; surely, they 

could produce better on such resource: which is effectively, nothing.  

 

 

[To be submitted to San Mateo Superior Court, Criminal Division, especially; on 10317] 

Signed, 

by me of course, homeless person-woman: Goura Fotadar [10217] 
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